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JUNE 2020 TMT M&A MONTHLY BRIEFING

Regent Assay’s View of the Month
The Media & Entertainment industry was bolstered by
activity in the gaming sector this month with the
acquisitions of Peak by Zynga for $1.8bn on 1 June,
and NetEnt by Evolution Gaming Group for $2.1bn on
24 June. Istanbul-based Peak is a leading mobile
gaming company which numbers an average 12
million daily active users (DAUs). Its two flagship
games, Toon Blast and Toy Blast, have been ranked in
the top 20 US iPhone grossing games in recent years.
This acquisition is expected to increase Zynga’s
mobile DAUs by 60% and enhance its new game
pipeline. Sweden-based NetEnt is a supplier of
digitally distributed gaming system’s used by online
casino gaming operators. It has more than 200 games
and facilitated nearly 60bn gaming transactions in
2019. NetEnt had acquired competitor Red Tiger
Gaming for approximately $280m last year. Still in
the gaming industry, Dublin based Keywords Studios
acquired UK based Coconut Lizard, an expert in video
game development services, for $2.5m.

On 9 June, intellectual property support services
provider RWS acquired Dublin based Iconic
Translation. Iconic specialises in developing neutral
machine translation (NTM) solutions adapted for blue-
chip clients and specific industry sectors including
legal and life sciences. Iconic is considered a leader in
the application of language technology through its
expertise in Artificial Intelligence and MT. The
company achieved 2019 revenue of $1.2m, and the
transaction is valued at $21m. The acquisition will
strengthen RWS’s existing translation and localisation
department.

In the UK, business software company, The Access
Group, announced the acquisition of Eclipse Legal
Systems, on 24 June, for $70m. Eclipse is a leading
provider of software solutions for the legal sector. It’s
Case and Practice Management system, Proclaim, is
used by over 25,000 professionals across various
industry sectors, including legal, medical and
government. Eclipse will join The Access Group’s
existing Legal suite of Finance, HR and Compliance
solutions. Eclipse was previously owned by Capita plc.

One notable transaction which took place in the digital
marketing space was the acquisition of UK based Be
Heard by MSQ Partners, on 24 June, for $7.8m. Be
Heard is a creative content agency which delivers
services across the digital customer journey, from
advertising to app design, to clients including
Vodafone, Unilever and GSK. Be Heard has been very
acquisitive since its inception and has taken majority
interests in 5 competitors. MSQ received the support
of LDC on the transaction, having first backed the
company in a secondary buy-out in 2019.

The downward trend in deal making accentuated this June
with the total number of transactions dropping to its lowest
value since August 2010, with 155 deals closed. However,
this drop can be seen as relative considering the aggregate
deal value of $27bn, down from the previous month but more
in line with its 12 month average and an indicator of the
persisting appetite for deal making, driven this month by the
Media & Entertainment industry. This good performance was
mirrored by a strong P/EBITDA ratio, at 11.4, while the
P/Sales multiple dropped from 1.97 to 1.63, its lowest value
since December of last year.
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